
1. PROJECT OVERVIEW

Introduction

The 2018 Parks Master Plan recommended the development of a 

dedicated Urban Forest Strategy (UFS), which would address the long-

term management of trees on both public and private land in Sidney. 

Thus, the primary purpose of the UFS is to establish a clear vision and 

objectives for the future of Sidney’s urban forest and identify policies 

and initiatives to achieve those objectives in the long term. 

Since the public Open House in October, 2018, the project team has 

conducted further engagement with staff and developed a preliminary 

draft of the UFS. The core elements of the draft are presented today.

Rationale

The benefits of urban trees are numerous – from beautification to traffic 

calming to habitat creation to stormwater management to temperature 

moderation to increasing land values. Moreover, these benefits extend 

beyond more natural forested areas (e.g., Reay Creek Park) to street 

trees and trees on private property. Numerous studies have shown the 

substantial economic benefits (direct and indirect) of well-managed 

urban trees as a result of these multifaceted benefits. 

Therefore, the guiding rationale of the UFS is to increase the community 

benefit we enjoy from our urban forest while [a] balancing community 

needs and interests and [b] contributing toward the Town’s broader 

goals regarding climate change adaptation, preservation of the natural 

environment, and a high quality urban environment.

The Open House

This event is meant to solicit your input on key, preliminary draft 

components of the UFS. An online survey will dovetail from this event, 

along with on-going engagement with Town planning and operations 

staff.

Your input is essential to a successful planning process. Please, review 

the content presented and provide your feedback on sticky notes (place 

on the spaces identified) or on comment forms. Staff and consultant 

are here to answer any questions and collect additional feedback.

Project Process

Preliminary Analysis 
September / Project Team

The Project Team undertook analyses of the urban forest, 
including identification of areas of significance, opportunity 
areas, existing conditions and canopy coverage, and related 
Town policies.

Engagement Round 1
October / Public & Town Staff

Dedicated interactive events (and an online survey) with 
community, stakeholders, and Parks staff will set  the stage 
for deeper analyses and developing the key elements of the 
Urban Forest Strategy.

Early Draft Strategy
November-January / Project Team

The Project Team will analyze the engagement data from 
community, stakeholders, and staff in order to create an 
early draft of the Urban Forest Strategy, including vision, 
goals, and recommendations.

Engagement Round 2
January-February / Public & Town Staff

Another round of events with public, stakeholders, and Parks 
staff will provide opportunity for feedback on the draft Urban 
Forest Strategy.

Based on this second round of engagement, the Project Team 
will work iteratively with Town staff to develop a complete 
draft and then the final UFS to present to Council.

Mature trees in Tulista Park.

Forested area of Brethour Park.



2. OUR URBAN FOREST: PAST

Looking Back

Sidney is situated within the coastal Douglas Fir ecosystem and was a 

winter village site for the WSÁNEĆ People for thousands of years. The 

WSÁNEĆ are believed to have cultivated the landscape as a productive 

kwetlal (camas) meadow or Garry Oak savannah. Over the past 150 

years, since the arrival of the first settlers, the Town rapidly transitioned 

from its natural or culturally modified state to predominantly farmland 

to increasingly urbanized community. The natural forest was decimated 

by logging in the late 1800s and early 1900s.

Below, you can see some of the changes (losses and gains) to our urban 

forest and tree canopy cover over time. As reference, Town staff have 

planted over 300 trees in the past 5 years.

1967 – Downtown with limited urban trees and farmland beyond.

Reay Creek and area - showing canopy cover changes over time from farm and small forested areas to new, bare subdivision to maturing suburban form with preserved park area 
and some increases in canopy coverage.

Robert’s Bay, Mermaid Cree to Beaufort Road - showing canopy coverage changes over time, including gains around Mermaid Creek and some losses adjacent to Beaufort Road.

Rathdown Park area - showing canopy coverage changes over time, including significant losses near Ardwell/Resthaven as well as some gains in maturing areas.

1969 1980 2000 2011



3. OUR URBAN FOREST: PRESENT

Existing Conditions

Sidney’s urban forest is characterized by a number of 

strengths and weaknesses. Most of these factors 

reduce the health and scale of our urban forest – and 

specifically limit the overall tree canopy coverage. Yet, a 

number of essential – if not challenging – opportunities 

for improvement are present (e.g., enhancing local 

biodiversity and watershed health).

Threats & Vulnerabilities

 » Flat topography and historical use as – for example – 

agricultural/cultivated and industrial land;

 » Highly urbanized development pattern and policies typically 

limit plantable space in most areas;

 » Degraded watersheds and biodiversity as a result of 

historical uses and development;

 » Very limited areas of existing mature forest (e.g., Reay Creek 

Park);

 » Lack of large natural parks, unlike many comparable 

municipalities;

 » A general lack of large street trees in neighbourhoods and 

downtown;

 » Development pressure has led to removal of mature trees in 

favour of young replacement trees with less benefits;

 » Existing tree replacement rate (due to plantable space, 

growing conditions, staff resources, and development 

impact) is not increasing its overall canopy cover;

 » Only 1 arborist on staff, deployed in a variety of non-tree 

tasks while also managing tree permits and inspections.

Opportunities

 » Some areas of strong ecological value and potential to build 

upon (e.g., Beaufort Grove, Reay Creek);

 » Significant opportunity to enhance urban forest on public 

(e.g., parks) and private/institutional lands (e.g., schools, 

private yards);

 » Significant potential to establish community partnerships 

and engage volunteers to co-manage urban forest;

 » Well-coordinated and motivated parks staff (in need of 

additional resources and policy direction);

 » Strong ecological and naturalist history (e.g., John Macoun) 

that can be built upon and celebrated in creative ways;

 » First Nation history and knowledge that may be recognized 

and applied to support cultivated, functioning landscapes.

2017 Aerial photo
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4. TREE CANOPY COVERAGE

Base image - CRD Regional Map tool

This coverage estimate was 
calculated using over 900 data points 
via the iTree Canopy  (v6.1) application. 
The tool  randomly generates sample 
points on a defined area of Google 
Maps aerial photography and allows 
you to determine the degree of tree 
cover at increasing levels of accuracy.

14.4% 
Tree Canopy 

Coverage

Existing Canopy Coverage in Sidney 

Tree canopy coverage is an important metric of the scale 

and health of the urban forest. Sidney’s existing average 

tree canopy coverage is 14.4%, excluding foreshore areas 

and airport lands. 

Canopy Coverage Comparisons

For comparison, here are the reported existing canopy 

covers in some nearby and comparable municipalities:

 » Victoria    18%

 » Comox    23%

 » Oak Bay             33%

 » Campbell River  33%

 » Courtenay              35%

 » Saanich    38%

Tree Cover Density 

The adjacent map shows tree cover density in 2005. This 

is calculated using GIS analysis, in which the percentage 

of tree cover is calculated for 1 hectare polygons across 

the entire CRD (and therefore should be considered an 

approximation). The lightest green represents 0-5% tree 

density, and the darkest 75-100% tree density.

Setting Targets – Trends

There are a number of best practice strategies that municipalities can 

take to establishing long-term goals to increase tree canopy coverage:

 » No Net Loss: The District of Saanich has set a goal of “no net loss”, with an 

undefined long-term goal, which can be defined as OCP policies are reviewed 

and updated.

 » Based on Plantable Space: Based on that 27% of its land is plantable space, 

the City of Kelowna set a goal to increase its canopy from 13% to 25%.

 » Site-level Canopy Coverage: The City of Tacoma, among others, is moving 

toward a specified minimum canopy coverage on all new development sites 

“at maturity” – as opposed to focusing on replacement trees.

 » By Land Use: The City of Duncan set a city-wide target of 40% canopy cover 

by 2050, with an interim target of 30% by 2020. These targets are derived 

from land use-based recommendations by the non-profit  American Forests. 

An additional 3,729 trees are required to meet the 40% canopy cover target.

At the operations level, the Town is not presently equipped to increase 

the canopy coverage. Therefore, clear actions, strategies, and priorities 

– including resource allocation – need to be established to achieve a 

healthy urban forest in the long-term, which is the purpose of this plan. 

Board #7 provides recommendations on tree canopy coverage targets.

Tree canopy coverage

0 - 5 >10 - 25 >25 - 50 >5 - 10 >50 - 75 >75 - 100
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5. PROTECTION & MANAGEMENT i

The key, preliminary recommendations from the Urban Forest Strategy are presented on the following boards. 
Recommendations are split into three broad categories: [a] protection and management, [b] planting and 
enhancement, and [c] stewardship and learning.

Official Community Plan Policy

A review of the Official Community Plan (OCP) is a key priority for Sidney’s 

Council. The review should be utilized to work toward the following 

recommendations:

a.  Strengthen Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA) policy by:

i. Supporting the protection of mature trees, heron and eagle nests, 
other habitat features (e.g., vegetation overhangs, perches), native 
vegetation, and beach ecology adjacent to the Shoal Harbour 
Migratory Bird Sanctuary;

ii. Strongly encouraging the planting of native trees and habitat 
creation when property redevelops within an ESA;

iii. Reviewing existing ESA boundaries for potential additions or 
expansions to better capture high value ecosystem assets and tree 
clusters in the Town.

b. Improve Development Permit Area (DPA) guidelines with regard to urban 
forestry by:

i. Integrating the tree landscaping and planting guidelines from this 
plan and developing area-specific requirements for streetscapes, 
parking areas, and the integration of natural habitat in development 
design;

ii. Considering the inclusion of habitat-based DPAs, such as Campbell 
River’s Bald Eagle DPA.

c. Consider the establishment of urban forestry and green infrastructure 
policies as conditions of building or development permits, such as 
permeable area coverage (e.g., maximum effective impervious area) 
and/or tree canopy coverage. 

Tree Preservation Bylaw

The existing Tree Protection Bylaw could be improved to better 

protect trees through the development process, ensure replacement 

trees proportionately compensate for canopy loss, permit fees cover 

administrative costs. As a result, the following is recommended:

a. When disagreements occur between the applicant’s and Town’s 
arborists, require a third party arborist’s opinion on removal of mature 
trees on private property.

b. Amend protected species regulations to reflect the following tree 
species and minimum size requirement (DBH – diameter at breast 
height) list:

i. Protect all (native and non-native) trees with a DBH of 60cm;

ii. Protect the following species at the listed size: 

 » Garry Oak (10cm DBH), Arbutus (10cm DBH), Douglas Fir (4m 
height), Pacific Dogwood (10cm DBH), Western Red Cedar (4m 
height), Big Leaf Maple (10cm DBH), Pacific Yew (10cm DBH), Shore 
Pine (10cm DBH), Grand Fir (4m height).

Policy & Regulation 
c. Amend replacement tree regulations to:

i. Require a ratio of 2:1 for all protected trees within the 
footprint of a proposed building or structure for which 
the Town has issued a building permit;

ii. Ensure on-site replacement trees are only accepted in 
locations where there is sufficient space to sustainably 
accommodate replacement trees in the long-term;

iii. Require newly-planted replacement trees be inspected 
by the Town arborist to ensure quality and that the 
location is suitable and complies with the approved 
location;

iv. Require a replacement tree bond be held for a period of 
two years and that it is only released upon inspection by 
a Town employee to ensure the health and structure of 
the tree is sufficient for reimbursement;

d. Develop a Tree Preservation Bylaw Guide
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6. PROTECTION & MANAGEMENT ii

d. Use this database to create a planting plan, ensuring 
species and age diversity and the selection of appropriate 
species (see next board).

Significant Trees List

a. Adopt a public process (e.g., physical and digital form) 
for nominating significant trees as part of a Town-wide 
inventory (currently within Tree Preservation Bylaw).

b. Develop related policy for maintaining, managing, and 
emphasizing the protection of these significant trees.

Restoration & Invasives
a. Enhance existing key urban forest nodes and facilitate 

native plantings and invasive species management by:

i. Working to establish community partnerships to better 
manage and enhance locations such as Brethour Park, 
Beaufort Grove, Allbay Road, Mermaid Creek, and Frost 
Avenue Park – among other possible locations;

ii. Developing a comprehensive management plan 
for Reay Creek Park and considering an invasive 
management plan for Brethour Park;

iii. Establishing an initiative to create a model, interpretive 
native restoration area at the Ardwell  Beach Access 
with Garry Oak, Arbutus, Willow, and Ocean Spray.

Staffing & resources 

The Town arborist (1) is over capacity and tasked with responsibilities 

beyond tree permits and inspections. Moreover, the wider Parks staff 

is stretched in its capacity and resourcing – as identified in the Parks 

Master Plan. As a result, the current tree removal / replacement rate is 

roughly equal – with no increases to the overall canopy cover. In brief, the 

Town needs to commit more staffing and resources to urban forestry.

Operational Resources

a. Conduct an internal assessment of and then dedicate the identified 
operational and staffing resources for improved urban forest 
management (based on this plan) in order to:

i. Better support development reviews, service calls, maintenance, 
plantings, assessments, database development and maintenance, 
and administrative duties;

ii. Ensure resourcing levels keep pace with increases to the urban 
forest and its related demands over time.

Development Review

a. Improve the development and development review process by:

i. Carefully reviewing proposed tree plantings to ensure appropriate 
species selection, adequate soil volumes, and other factors 
identified in this plan;

ii. Increasing oversight of landscape design and construction to ensure 
that the Town’s guidelines, policies, and approved plan elements are 
being implemented.

Underground Works Protocol

Develop a protocol based on a critical root zone (based on trunk diameter) 

to initiate  arborist review or supervision of underground works by Town 

staff or another organization (e.g., Fortis BC, BC Hydro).

Inventories & Mapping

The successful assessment, monitoring, and planning of the urban 

forest in Sidney will be significantly aided by contemporary GIS-based 

inventory and mapping work.

Tree Inventory & Database

a. Create a functional database  of the Town’s urban forest via a Town-
wide GIS-based inventory of:

i. Existing publicly-owned trees (e..g, street trees and park trees,) 
including an assessment of tree health, species, and size;

ii. Plantable space on streets and public spaces in order to identify 
priority streets and spaces with low tree cover, high plantable space, 
and limited conflicts (utilities, airport) and support the tree planting.

b. Maintain the database through regular tree inspections and clear 
internal procedures.

c. Consider procuring GIS-based mobile data collection technology to 
improve the development and on-going maintenance of the urban 
forest inventory.
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7. PLANTING & ENHANCEMENT i

The key, preliminary recommendations from the Urban Forest Strategy are presented on the following boards. 
Recommendations are split into three broad categories: [a] protection and management, [b] planting and 
enhancement, and [c] stewardship and learning.

Tree Planting & Targets 
(Interim) Canopy Coverage Targets

Specific and measurable tree canopy coverage targets are a useful 

yardstick for measuring urban forest change over time. Further work 

needs to be done before confirming tree canopy coverage or planting 

targets. Such goals should be based on current and proposed land use 

conditions, plantable space calculations, and urban design context. 

a. Establish an interim tree canopy coverage target of “no net loss” 
between 2019 and 2030, maintaining a canopy coverage greater than 
14%.

b. Use the proposed urban forest inventory to inform the establishment 
of short- and long-term targets for the Town based on plantable space 
and land use conditions. Preliminary recommended targets are 18% in 
2040 and 25% in 2070.

Sub Area Targets

a. Support the overall tree canopy coverage targets by developing sub 
area targets via future LAP processes (combining land use planning 
with the urban forest inventory data).

Street Tree & Boulevard Plan 

The Town should develop a Tree Planting Plan to properly operationalize 

the tree planting aspect of the UFS, focusing on enhancing the urban 

forest, downtown beautification, and creating pedestrian-friendly 

streetscapes.

a. Begin with an urban forest inventory (see Board #6);

b. Develop a Street Tree Planting Plan, based on a block-management 
approach, that includes:

i. Target ranges for the diversity of tree species, age, size, and growth 
rates to be met throughout the planting plan;

ii. A block-based tree planting strategy (see example below), identifying 
priority blocks and their preferred species, landscaping typology 
and function, and number of trees to be planted per year (and 
accommodated in total);

c. Prioritize the planting of native and protected species on streets within 
ESAs.

Planting in Opportunity Areas

a. Utilize future (park) planning processes to increase tree 
plantings in local parks and public spaces – giving strong 
consideration to the trade-offs between urban forestry 
and other priorities, such as active recreation.

i. Give priority to the planting of larger, native tree 
species due to the available soil volume and lack of 
potential impacts (e.g., Douglas Fir, Garry Oak).

b. Develop a strategy to plant native trees and undertake 
restoration efforts at beach accesses, with a focus on 
those within ESAs

c. Engage with Washington State Ferries (Department of 
Transportation) about the potential of increasing tree 
canopy coverage on and adjacent to their ferry terminal.

d. Engage the Victoria Airport Authority about [a] facilitating 
increased plantings within West Sidney and [b[ improving 
the management of trees in Brethour Park.

Boulevard Tree Program

a. Develop a Boulevard Tree or “Adopt A Tree” Program, 
similar to that offered by the District of Saanich, among 
many other municipalities.

i. Provide and plant boulevard trees for free in exchange 
for residents watering and caring for trees for a given 
period of time (e.g., 3-4 summers).

ii. Inform the public about the program and young tree 
care via traditional (e.g., brochures) and digital (e.g., 
webpages) communications.

iii. Develop a preferred species toolkit to aid residents in 
selecting appropriate trees given the proposed growing 
environment and location (see Saanich’s Tree Selection 
Toolkit and Preferred Boulevard Tree Selection List).

   

Oak Bay Urban Forest Management Strategy  
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Figure 29. Proposed street tree planting structure for Oak Bay. 
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Figure 29. Proposed street tree planting structure for Oak Bay. 

  

Example tree planting structure 
plan from Oak Bay Urban Forest 

Management Plan
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8. PLANTING & ENHANCEMENT ii

Development Opportunities 

Opportunities also exist to facilitate, incentivize, or require increase tree 

canopy coverage and landscaping on private property – particularly via 

the development review process and related policies and regulations. 

Tree canopy policies should be paired with permeable surface policies 

to help ensure – among other things – that adequate growing medium is 

retained to support trees and other vegetation.

a. Develop urban forestry and green infrastructure policies as conditions 
of development through land use-, DPA-, or zone-specific policies for 
tree planting and landscaping on streetscapes, parking areas, and the 
integration of natural habitat in development design. 

Boulevard planting & Landscaping 
guidelines

Street and boulevard trees and landscaping provide a number of benefits 

to the immediate area, including enhancing the visual appearance and 

perceived experience of the street. In order to receive and maximize the 

benefits, these trees and landscaped areas must be well-maintained 

and healthy.

a. Until the Town completes the Street Tree & Boulevard Plan that more 
clearly details tree planting locations (and species) and boulevard 
landscaping typologies, the following guidelines apply:

i. Downtown street, arterials, and gateways are to have a higher level 
of maintenance and irrigation, planted with adaptive non-native 
(ornamental) and appropriate native tree species. 

ii. All other streets and large publicly- and privately-owned open spaces 
are to have native species and as low maintenance as is reasonable. 
Landscaping will be complementary to the surrounding ecosystems 
and be primarily native, biologically diverse, and require little 
maintenance.

b. Through the urban forest inventory and tree planting plan, identify and 
replace old, damaged, or unhealthy street and boulevard trees. 

c. Clarify responsibility and then establish internal policies and amend the 
Boulevard Maintenance Bylaw to detail the responsibilities for the care 
and maintenance of boulevard trees, shrubs, and other vegetation.

d. Consider piloting the use of structural soil cells in the downtown area 
(e.g., in a curb bulbout).

Species

The Town’s current planting practices are more ad hoc than 

needed to ensure a healthy and resilient urban forest in the 

future. Age and genetic diversity will create a more resilient 

urban forest. Moreover, further direction is needed to 

select native and adaptive non-native species that can play 

a key role in creating habitat diversity and contributing to 

ecosystem integrity – while also enhancing streetscapes 

and beautification. The following recommendations should 

be informed by (or enhanced by) the proposed tree inventory.

a. Plant a diversity of tree species, age, and growth rates 
in public spaces (streets, boulevards, parks) by following 
the “10, 20, 30” guideline:

i. No more than 10% of public trees should be of the 
same species, 20% of the same genus, and 30% of the 
same family. 

b. Give priority to the planting of larger, native tree species 
in parks due to the available soil volume and lack of 
potential impacts (e.g., Douglas Fir, Garry Oak).

c. Consider selecting native and historically cultivated tree 
species on streets and boulevards in RES-1 areas – such 
as Garry Oak.

i. Consider featuring arbutus trees in significant public 
locations as a recognition and celebration of the Town’s 
coat of arms.

d. Use ornamentals in select areas, such as downtown 
(when natives are not suitable) and the Lochside 
waterfront, and generally select species that maximize 
species and age diversity, are optimally sized at maturity 
for its context, are resilient within Sidney’s present and 
projected future climate, and are low-maintenance while 
maximizing green infrastructure (and other) benefits.
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9. STEWARDSHIP & LEARNING 

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS
a. Explore a community partnerships to create:

i. A demonstration Garry Oak meadow (e.g., Peter Grant Park), 
maintained by volunteers;

ii. Potential beach access restoration initiatives;

iii. A volunteer program similar to Saanich’s Pulling Together, which 
works to control invasives and aid in habitat restoration efforts in 
Town parks (e.g., Brethour, Reay Creek, Resthaven, Mermaid Creek).

b. Make partnerships with local community groups (such as the The 
Greater Victoria Green Team) to increase public involvement in 
stewardship of natural areas; 

c. Offer free native tree plantings (e.g., Douglas fir) to residents within 
ESAs (e.g., Roberts Bay) to plant on private property.

d. Explore partnerships with local First Nations and the Garry Oak 
Ecosystem Recovery Team (or other groups) to restore at least one 
demonstration Garry oak ecosystems.

EDUCATION & COMMUNICATIONS
a. Undertake a communications campaign to raise public awareness and 

understanding of:

i. The value and benefits of the community’s collective urban forest;

ii. The value and benefits of preserving and planting trees on private 
land;

iii. The limited municipal resources available to maintain the urban forest 
and need for community-driven action;

iv. Any proposed or initiated community programs in which the 
community can take part (e.g., boulevard tree program, volunteer 
parks restoration);

v. The proposed tree canopy coverage targets and related actions they 
can take (e.g., tree plantings and maintenance);

vi. The local ecosystem and bioclimate context;

vii. The respective roles and related guidelines for caring for young 
boulevard trees (e.g., proper watering).

b. Develop a Tree Preservation Bylaw Guide.

c. Develop an information brochure that provide residents and developers 
with landscaping care tips for trees on private property (e.g., watering, 
pruning).

d. Develop a strategy for informing the public about the management of 
invasive species (e.g., English Ivy) on private property, with a focus on 
areas such as Beaufort Grove.

e. Create a procedure for posting notices on public trees that are to be 
removed, including contact information and reasons for the removal.

First Nation Partnerships
a. Seek to establish partnerships with local First Nations 

to represent First Nations values and perspectives in 
management and restoration of the natural environment.

b. Seek a partnership to establish a demonstration camas 
meadow / oak savannah on public land.
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10. IMPLEMENTATION i

The following tables present an early draft implementation strategy for the Urban Forest Strategy, including on-going, 
short-, and medium-/long-term actions.

Implementation Plan: On-Going Actions

On-going actions may be completed over time as part of the Town of Sidney’s (TOS) regular operations or addressed opportunistically, as 

funds or partnerships become available. 

ACTION SUMMARY SECTION PRIORITY

1
Strengthen OCP, ESA, & DPA 
Policies

 »  During the OCP review process, develop directional objectives and enabling policies 
consistent with the recommendations in this strategy;  strengthen ESA and DPA 
policies with regard to the urban forest; and identify opportunities for ecological 
connectivity.

C3A High

2 Public Tree Inventory
 » Create and maintain a functional database of the Town’s urban forest using a GIS-based 
inventory.

C3C High

3 Tree Canopy Coverage Targets

 » Work to meet the interim tree canopy coverage target of “no net loss” between 2019 
and 2030.

 » Confirm and then work to meet the recommended targets of 18% by 2040 and 25% by 
2070.

C4A High

4
Utilize Park Planning & Local 
Area Plans

 » Integrate UFS recommendations into future parks planning and local area planning, 
including possible sub-area canopy targets and planting plans.

C3A Medium

5
Improve Development Review 
Process

 » Ensure the development review process more carefully considers growing conditions 
and landscape design and construction oversight.

C3B High

6
Protect more Trees on Private 
Land

 » More effectively promote the use of conservation covenants with private landowners 
as a protection and incentive tool.

C3B Medium

7
Stakeholder Urban Forest 
Plantings & Management

 » Washington State Ferries, MOTI, CRD, SD63, VAA C4A Medium

8 External Funding
 » ToS to explore external funding sources to support initiatives and tree plantings 
recommended in this strategy.

C4D High

9 Community Partnership  » Garry oak restoration area, beach access restoration, pulling together program. C5A High

10 Tree Removal Notices  » Develop a protocol for posting public notices on trees to be removed. C5B Medium

11 UFS Review
 » Conduct a review and update UFS as needed every 5 years: Where applicable, evaluate 
performance based on targets and guidelines every 5 years; Review established targets 
and guidelines every 5 years and adjust as appropriate.

C5C High

12 First Nations Partnerships

 » Seek to establish partnerships with local First Nations to represent First Nations values 
and perspectives in management and restoration of the natural environment.

 » Seek a partnership to establish a demonstration camas meadow / oak savannah on 
public land. e. Explore partnerships with local First Nations and the Garry Oak Ecosystem 
Recovery Team (or other groups) to restore at least one demonstration Garry oak 
ecosystems.

C5D High
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11. IMPLEMENTATION ii

Implementation Plan: Short-term Actions

Short-term actions represent ‘low-hanging fruit’ that are recommended for capital budget funding by the ToS in the near future to jump 

start the process of achieving the key objectives of the UFS. 

ACTIONS DESCRIPTION SECTION PRIORITY

1 Tree Planting Plan
 » Street Tree Planting Plan, based on a block-management approach,that includes [a] 
a block-based planting strategy; [b] landscaping typologies by area; and [c] practical 
landscaping and tree planting plans for each typology.

C4A High

2
Preferred Tree Species Lists & 
Guidelines

 » Follow 10, 20, 30 rule and establish preferred species by area and context.... C4A High

2
Tree Preservation Bylaw 
Updates

 » Expand the list of species and size requirements for protected trees and improve the 
tree removal replacement rates to better reflect impacts on the urban forest.

C3A High

3
Develop a Tree Preservation 
Bylaw Guide 

 » Develop a guide to help homeowners and developers better understand the bylaw, its 
justifications, and its implications.

C3A Medium

6
Internal Staff and Resources 
Review

 » Conduct an internal assessment of and then dedicate the identi ed operational and staf 
ng resources for improved urban forest management

C3B High

7 Boulevard Maintenance
 » Clarify responsibility and then establish internal policies and amend the Boulevard 
Maintenance Bylaw to detail the responsibilities for the care and maintenance of 
boulevard trees, shrubs, and other vegetation

C4C High

8
Significant Tree List & 
Procedures

 »  Adopt a public process (e.g., physical and digital form) for nominating signi cant trees as 
part of a Town-wide inventory (currently exists within Tree Preservation Bylaw).

C3C Medium

9 BC Hydro Agreement  » Establish an protocol agreement with BC hydro regarding tree pruning and maintenance. C3B Medium

10 ESA Tree Planting Program
 » Offer free native tree plantings (e.g., Douglas  r) to residents within ESAs (e.g., Roberts 
Bay) to plant on private property.

C5A Medium

11 UFS Awareness Campaign
 » Undertake a communications campaign to raise public awareness and understanding 
of...

C5B High
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12. IMPLEMENTATION iii

Implementation Plan: Medium- and Long-term Actions

Medium- and long-term actions are to be pursued over time and will require a commitment from future Councils to undertake subsequent 

planning processes and/or invest in enhanced community and natural areas.

ACTION SUMMARY SECTION PRIORITY

1 Native Restoration Area
 » Establishing an initiative to create a model, interpretive native restoration area at the 
Allbay Beach Access with Garry Oak, Arbutus, Willow, and Ocean Spray.

C3D Medium

2 Boulevard Tree Program
 » Develop a Boulevard Tree or “Adopt A Tree” Program, similar to that offered by the 
District of Saanich, among many other municipalities.

C4A High

3
Revise Hazardous Tree Policies 
& Practices

 » Develop procedural guidelines for managing and responding to hazardous trees. C3E Medium

4 Development Requirements

 » Establishing incentives or requirements regarding permeable area coverage (e.g., 
maximum effective impervious area) and/or tree canopy coverage;

 » Establishing incentives for the preservation of existing tree stands and signi cant 
vegetation, such as reducing the amount of required parking.

 » Considering a requirement to have developers install irrigation on boulevards fronting 
their properties to water newly planted trees.

C4B Medium

v Value of Ecosystem Services
 » If resources allow, long-term, then measure and report on the scope and value of 
ecosystem services provided by the urban forest on both public and private lands.

C5B Low
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